
Check the patient has an electronical nominated pharmacy 

Check the suitability of the medication (stable, no CDs etc.) 

Check the duration of the medications all match up, right click and edit to check this (i.e. Aspirin 

75mg x 28 taking 1 a day = issue duration 28 days) – if not correct, change the quantity or the 

duration (see circled numbers). Do this for each item. 

 

If the numbers of authorised issues are out of line you can also amend these now (e.g. 28 tablets, 28 

days issue duration, 6 issues = 6 months of medication triggering once a month. 

Add a script message for next script in the ‘patient info’ (this may be minimised, if so find it here – 

click the arrows): “To minimise disruption to your medication during the coronavirus pandemic we 

have issued your repeat prescriptions as electronic Repeat Dispending prescriptions – the pharmacy 

can dispense your prescriptions for the next 6 months, once a month. You do no need to order your 

medication through the GP practice – they will be dispensed by your pharmacy every month. For 

more info go to: https://digital.nhs.uk/services/electronic-prescription-service/explaining-electronic-

repeat-dispensing-to-patients” 

Once done all the prescriptions 

should be in line, you should see 

this on the right:  

 

 

 

https://digital.nhs.uk/services/electronic-prescription-service/explaining-electronic-repeat-dispensing-to-patients
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/electronic-prescription-service/explaining-electronic-repeat-dispensing-to-patients


Highlight all the items 

you wish to put on 

eRD, then right click, 

select ‘Rx Type’ and 

choose ‘Repeat 

dispensing’. 

 

 

 

 

 

This will trigger this box. 

We can see here that all 

of our ‘number of issues’ 

are the same (if not we 

can amend them). We 

can set a review date if 

we want (recommend 

for just before the 6 

month mark, since that 

is what we are issuing). 

Click ‘authorise all’ and 

green ticks will appear 

next to each one, to 

show that it has been 

done. 

Click OK, then we can 

reselect the items and 

issue them - repeat as 

necessary for MDU 

items (putting each MDU on a separate script). 

 

 

 

 



Right click the selected item and click ‘Issue’ – this will trigger the below box. Check that the 

prescription is going to be sent electronically here. 

If this says 

anything other 

than EPS – the 

system will 

print the 

prescription. To 

amend this, 

click ‘Change 

all’ and choose 

‘EPS direct to 

main pharmacy’ 

 

It is also worth noting which doctor you are sending the prescription to for signing, try choose a 

doctor who is in regularly (otherwise this script may sit on the system unsigned if the GP is not in). If 

you need to change this, click ‘Authoriser’ and either type a GPs name or search from the hierarchy.  

 

To postpone the start date, you can click postdate and choose 1 (otherwise this will postdate all 

scripts) and set the desired start date. Then approve and complete. 

Add the readcode of ‘On repeat dispensing system’ to te record and check with the practice how the 

send out SMS to patients, as some surgeries use MJOG, AccuRX or other systems. 


